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Abstract It has been suggested that the coastal Southern Ocean subsurface may warm over the 21st
century in response to strengthening and poleward shifting winds, with potential adverse effects on West
Antarctic glaciers. However, using a 1/128 ocean regional model that includes ice-shelf cavities, we find a
more complex response to changing winds in the Amundsen Sea. Simulated offshore subsurface waters get
colder under strengthened and poleward shifted winds representative of the SAM projected trend. The
buoyancy-driven circulation induced by ice-shelf melt transports this cold offshore anomaly onto the
continental shelf, leading to cooling and decreased melt below 450 m. In the vicinity of ice-shelf fronts,
Ekman pumping contributes to raise the isotherms in response to changing winds. This effect overwhelms
the horizontal transport of colder offshore waters at intermediate depths (between 200 and 450 m), and
therefore increases melt rates in the upper part of the ice-shelf cavities, which reinforces the buoyancy-
driven circulation and further contributes to raise the isotherms. Then, prescribing an extreme grounding
line retreat projected for 2100, the total melt rates simulated underneath Thwaites and Pine Island are
multiplied by 2.5. Such increase is explained by a larger ocean/ice interface exposed to CDW, which is then
amplified by a stronger melt-induced circulation along the ice draft. Our main conclusions are that (1)
outputs from ocean models that do not represent ice shelf cavities (e.g., CMIP5 models) should not be
directly used to predict the thermal forcing of future ice shelf cavities; (2) coupled ocean/ice sheet models
with a velocity-dependent melt formulation are needed for future projections of glaciers experiencing a
significant grounding line retreat.

1. Introduction

Changing oceanic melt underneath ice-shelves is suspected to trigger glacier acceleration and ice-sheet
instability in West Antarctica (Favier et al., 2014; Joughin et al., 2014; Schoof, 2007). In the Amundsen Sea
sector, ocean-induced melting is likely responsible for the observed ice-shelves thinning and grounding line
retreat (Jacobs et al., 2012; Joughin et al., 2010; Rignot et al., 2014; Seroussi et al., 2017; Turner et al., 2017).
The outlet glaciers located in the Amundsen Sea have increased their ice flux through the grounding line
by 77% over the last three to four decades (Mouginot et al., 2014). This makes the Amundsen glaciers the
largest contributor to sea level rise in Antarctica (Shepherd et al., 2012).

Predictions of Antarctic contribution to sea level rise are usually performed with ice dynamics models. So
far, a majority of these modeling studies empirically prescribe changes in melt rates profiles to assess the
future evolution of Antarctic glaciers. This is done either by ad hoc modifications of simple analytical melt
rate profiles (e.g., Favier et al., 2014; Joughin et al., 2014) or by parameterizing melt rates from temperature
at the nearest climate model grid points (e.g., Cornford et al., 2015; Deconto & Pollard, 2016; Martin et al.,
2011). These methods are not designed to account for complex feedbacks between ice draft shapes (depth
of the ice-shelf base) and oceanic melt rates, and can lead to important errors in mass loss and grounding
line retreat estimates (De Rydt & Gudmundsson, 2016; Seroussi et al., 2017). Moreover, parameterized melt
rates reported in the literature have been derived from various kinds of temperature anomalies, e.g., sea sur-
face temperature anomaly (Golledge et al., 2015), average subsurface (200–800 m) temperature anomaly
(Cornford et al., 2015), or 400 m temperature anomaly (Deconto & Pollard, 2016). To date, there is no evi-
dence that any of these methods is robust to represent trends in ice-shelf melt rates, and there is a strong
need to better understand and simulate the response of ice-shelf melt to climatic forcings.
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Variations of the coastal ocean subsurface properties around Antarctica have often been attributed to wind
variations (Dinniman et al., 2011; Spence et al., 2014; Steig et al., 2012; Thoma et al., 2008). The leading
mode of atmospheric circulation around Antarctica is the Southern Annular Mode (SAM, e.g., Thompson &
Wallace, 2000). The SAM reflects the variability in intensity and position of surface westerly winds around
Antarctica, in relation with the storm track and tropospheric jet dynamics (Hartmann & Lo, 1998; Limpasu-
van & Hartmann, 1999). While the SAM is the leading mode for the entire Southern Ocean, other oscillations
can also be important regionally, such as the Amundsen Sea Low (ASL) variability (e.g., Raphael et al., 2016)
which is related to the SAM and to tropical variability (Fogt & Wovrosh, 2015; Turner et al., 2013). Over the
last three to five decades, the SAM has encountered a positive trend, i.e., westerly winds have been
strengthening and shifting poleward (Chen & Held, 2007; Jones et al., 2016; Marshall, 2003), while the ASL
circulation has been strengthening (Raphael et al., 2016). The observed SAM trend is unusual compared to
palaeoclimatological records over the last millennium, but there is currently no observational evidence that
the ASL trend is distinct from natural variability (Jones et al., 2016). Most simulations from the fifth Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) predict strengthening and poleward shifting of westerly winds
throughout the 21st century under the highest greenhouse gases emission scenario, partly compensated
by stratospheric ozone recovery in the first half of the century (Bracegirdle et al., 2013; Gillett & Fyfe, 2013;
Jones et al., 2016; Zheng et al., 2013). However, the CMIP5 models present strong biases over the Southern
Ocean, with too weak and equatorward-biased westerly winds in most models (Bracegirdle et al., 2013,
2014; Swart & Fyfe, 2012).

Observed temperature profiles within the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) indicate a warming of the
top 1,000 m over the 20th century, likely related to the aforementioned trends in surface winds (Gille,
2008). In contrast to the ACC region, it is currently difficult to identify trends in ocean temperatures near the
Antarctic margins because measurements there have started recently and sparsely, in particular in the
Amundsen Sea (e.g., Jacobs et al., 2012; Schmidtko et al., 2014). Such trend identification is nonetheless pos-
sible in climate simulations, which predict a warming of the ocean subsurface (below �200 m) along the
Antarctic ice-sheet margins over the 21st century (Yin et al., 2011), and possibly persisting for centuries (Gil-
lett et al., 2011). Such subsurface warming is consistent with the warming found offshore in the CMIP5 mod-
els in response to anthropogenic forcing (Sall�ee et al., 2013). Because of the aforementioned wind biases in
most CMIP5 models, Spence et al. (2014) prescribed a bias-corrected SAM trend guided by 32 climate mod-
els and representative of a high-emission scenario in ocean global simulations. They found that the SAM-
induced subsurface warming could be attributed to poleward shifting winds through changes in Ekman
transport from the 20th to the end of 21st century. Other variabilities, such as ASL migrations (Thoma et al.,
2008), Rossby wave trains from the tropical Pacific (Dutrieux et al., 2014; Steig et al., 2012), or Ekman
induced on-shelf transports by along slope currents (Wåhlin et al., 2012), can affect the intraseasonal and
interannual variability of oceanic heat supply to ice shelves in the Amundsen Sea, but there is currently no
evidence that these variabilities will change ocean temperatures in response to anthropogenic forcing
(Scambos et al., 2017). It is important to bear in mind that the aforementioned climate studies on the
impact of the SAM trend on ocean temperatures do not include interactive ice-shelf cavities, i.e., melt rates
neither respond to nor affect the ocean properties (which may be important according to Bintanja et al.,
2013; Jourdain et al., 2017; Pauling et al., 2016; Swart & Fyfe, 2013) and the feedbacks between melt rates
and the ice dynamics are not accounted for (which may be important according to De Rydt & Gudmunds-
son, 2016; Seroussi et al., 2017).

To summarize, the difficulty to estimate the ice-shelf melt response to anthropogenic forcing based on
CMIP climate projections arises from several limitations: (1) the wind simulated by CMIP models is signifi-
cantly biased, which casts doubt on the ocean changes in these simulations, and limits the evaluation of
ocean/ice-shelf simulations directly forced by CMIP winds; (2) CMIP models do not represent the feedbacks
between ice-shelf melt rates and the ocean properties; (3) CMIP models do not represent the feedbacks
between ice-shelf melt and the ice dynamics. In this paper, we assess the importance of the second and the
third limitations. We use a regional ocean model configuration of the Amundsen Sea that includes a repre-
sentation of static ice-shelf cavities with interactive melt rates. We overcome the first aforementioned limita-
tion by embedding our regional simulations into the global simulation from Spence et al. (2014) and its
bias-corrected SAM trend. Our motivations to study the SAM trends are that the trend is projected to con-
tinue over the 21st century under strong emission scenarios with subsequent warming of the subsurface of
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coastal Antarctic seas, and that the currently observed SAM trend is the only climate trend in Antarctica to
be reported as unprecedented compared to paleorecords over the last few centuries. Our experimental
design is described in section 2. The influence of ice-shelves on the ocean response to the SAM trend and
the melt response to the SAM trend are analyzed in section 3.1. Finally, we estimate how changes in the
shape of ice-shelf cavities can affect melt rates by imposing several geometries from the ice-dynamics simu-
lations produced by Cornford et al. (2015) (section 3.2).

2. Material and Methods

To estimate the Amundsen Sea response to projected SAM changes, we use the global ocean simulations
produced by Spence et al. (2014) accounting for both the present-day winds and the bias-corrected SAM
change through the 21st century. To estimate potential feedbacks related to changes in ice dynamics, we
make use of ice-sheet simulations over the 21st century produced by Cornford et al. (2015). Both of these
published simulations are used to constrain our regional ocean simulations and are therefore described in
section 2.1. Then, our regional ocean model configuration of the Amundsen Sea is described in section 2.2,
together with a list of our experiments.

2.1. Imposed Climatic Perturbations
Our present-day atmosphere and global ocean (i.e., at the boundaries of our regional domain) are from
Spence et al. (2014) who produced a 0.258 global ocean simulations constrained by the CORE-II Normal Year
Forcing (NYF, Griffies et al., 2009; Large & Yeager, 2009). CORE-II-NYF includes synoptic variability but does
not include interannual variability. While this prevents us from studying the observed year-to-year variability
as in St-Laurent et al. (2015) and Nakayama et al. (2017), it was important to use an atmospheric forcing
data set consistent with the simulations of Spence et al. (2014) which are here downscaled. We also
acknowledge that CORE-II-NYF is relatively coarse compared to those used in the aforementioned hind
casts, but again, the consistency with Spence et al. (2014) was important. The perturbed atmosphere corre-
sponds to their W4

�
S115%ð62270

�
SÞ, which is an idealized poleward wind shift of 48S and 15% intensification

of westerly winds in the 62–708S band. Such perturbation was guided by the results of 32 CMIP5 models
under the RCP8.5 ‘‘business-as-usual’’ scenario (Spence et al., 2014). This methodology was used to correct
the wind bias found in most present-day (‘‘historical’’) CMIP5 simulations while keeping the wind shift and
intensification throughout the 21st century. As the coastline is located southward of 708S in the Amundsen
Sea, it means that the coastal katabatic winds are unchanged in this perturbation. Moreover, only the wind
field is perturbed, surface air temperature and humidity remain unchanged, which is justified by the lack of
subsurface water sensitivity to these fields, as discussed by Spence et al. (2014). The corresponding global
ocean under perturbed winds was also produced by Spence et al. (2014). All the global ocean simulations
produced by Spence et al. (2014) are used after 100 years of spin-up under CORE-II-NYF. Importantly, no ice
shelves are considered in their global ocean simulations, i.e., there is no cavity and the freshwater associ-
ated with ice-shelf melt is held constant and included in the climatological runoff injected into their ocean
surface layer along the Antarctic coast.

Our present-day ice-shelf cavities have a geometry derived from year 2000 of the ice-sheet simulations
from Cornford et al. (2015). The later are based on the BISICLES ice flow model, with basal friction coefficient
and stiffening factor inverted to match the observed ice velocities. Present-day snow accumulation and oce-
anic melt rates are chosen to obtain the observed ice-sheet geometry. Their domain includes Dotson,
Crosson, Thwaites, and Pine Island cavities. Their simulations use a bedrock/bathymetry that was built in a
very similar way as ALBMAP (Le Brocq et al., 2010), with extra data from high-resolution airborne radar
(Vaughan et al., 2006) and submarine surveys (Jenkins et al., 2010a), and including a pinning point under-
neath Thwaites (Cornford et al., 2015). It should be noted that the bedrock topography used in Cornford
et al. (2015) is known to be inaccurate underneath Dotson and Crosson ice shelves (Millan et al., 2017). Our
perturbed ice-shelf cavities have a geometry derived from year 2100 of one of the ice-sheet simulations
from Cornford et al. (2015), namely their H/A/O’’/F experiment which corresponds to one of their most
extreme grounding line retreat for 2100. This simulation was forced by melt rates empirically derived from
an ocean simulation with ice-shelf cavities and itself constrained by a CMIP3 model under the A1B emission
scenario.
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2.2. Regional Ocean Simulations
Our primary tool is the ocean model NEMO-3.6 (Nucleus for European
Modelling of the Ocean) (Madec, 2016). The ice-shelf module in NEMO-
3.6 was developed by Mathiot et al. (2017). NEMO includes sea ice
dynamics and thermodynamics through the Louvain Ice Model (LIM3.6,
Rousset et al., 2015). The regional model configuration, centered on the
Amundsen Sea and referred to as AMU12.L75, was developed and eval-
uated with respect to observations in Jourdain et al. (2017). The resolu-
tion is quasi-isotropic, it is 1/128 in longitude and variable in latitude,
equivalent to 2.4–4.2 km depending on the latitude, and 75 vertical lev-
els are used with a thickness increasing from 1 m at the surface to
204 m at 6,000 m. The top and bottom cells have a thickness that varies
to match the prescribed bathymetry and ice draft. As described by Jour-

dain et al. (2017), such resolution is sufficient to partially resolve mesoscale eddies in the deep ocean but it
does not permit to resolve the Rossby radius on the continental shelf, and therefore does not represent the
eddy contribution to the heat transport over the continental shelf (Stewart & Thompson, 2013). Our simula-
tions do not account for tides, which are important in some regions as the Ross and Weddell sea (Flexas et al.,
2015; Makinson et al., 2011). Tides could affect melt rates under Dotson ice-shelf according to Robertson
(2013) but the presence of warm cavities in our simulations allows a circulation usually controlled by the melt-
induced circulation rather than tides (Dutrieux et al., 2014; Robertson, 2013; Jourdain et al., 2017). Melt rates at
ice-shelf bases are computed within the three equations from Hellmer and Olbers (1989); Holland and Jenkins
(1999); and Jenkins et al. (2010b), with velocity-dependent transfer coefficients as in Mathiot et al. (2017) and
Jourdain et al. (2017). The climatological monthly iceberg runoff produced by Merino et al. (2016) is prescribed
in all our simulations. The 13th simulation year is analyzed throughout the paper, which is much longer than
the model spin-up (Jourdain et al., 2017), and analyses of the 12th year give similar results (not shown).

Several comparisons to observational products were carried out in Jourdain et al. (2017): the simulated sea-
ice seasonal cycle was within the interannual range of NSIDC (their Figure 3); compared to CTD measure-
ments, the temperatures below 500 m on the continental shelf are overestimated by �0.58C (their Figure 4),
which is estimated to lead to an overestimation of melt rates by 15%; the ice shelf melt of Thwaites is within
the observational range of uncertainty, while the ice shelf melt of Pine Island is overestimated by 9% (their
Figure 5 and Table 1); the relationship between the volume and heat transport into the cavity and the melt
rates compares reasonably well with those derived from in situ measurements (their Figure 9).

The five simulations used in this paper are shown in Table 1. In short, ‘‘AtmP’’ refers to Spence et al.’s (2014)
present-day used for both our surface boundary conditions (i.e., radiative fluxes, surface air temperature

Table 1
Simulation Parameters

Name
Atmosphere and

ocean forcing Ice-shelf melt Cavity geometry

AtmP_noIS Spence’s present Zero Cornford’s present
AtmF_noIS Spence’s future Zero Cornford’s present
AtmP Spence’s present Interactive Cornford’s present
AtmF Spence’s future Interactive Cornford’s present
AtmF_iceF Spence’s future Interactive Cornford’s future

Note. See text for description of Spence and Cornford’s results. ‘‘Interac-
tive’’ melt refers to melt calculated through the three equations, while ‘‘Zero’’
means that melt is set to zero all along the simulation.

Figure 1. (a) Present annual mean zonal wind stress and (b) future annual mean zonal wind stress (N.m22). At these lati-
tudes, wind is mostly zonal. The white line is the 1,500 m isobath and indicates the continental shelf break, and the black
line corresponds to the ice-shelf fronts. All values are averaged over the 13th simulation year.
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and humidity, precipitation, wind velocities) and our lateral boundary conditions (i.e., ocean temperature,
salinity, velocities, sea ice fraction, and thickness), while ‘‘AtmF’’ refers to Spence et al.’s (2014) future simula-
tion used for both our surface and lateral boundary conditions. The corresponding present and future zonal
wind stress is represented in Figure 1. The wind perturbation is located north of the continental shelf break,
as expected from a typical SAM anomaly (e.g., Spence et al., 2017, their supporting information Figure 1).

The ice-shelves geometry corresponds to Cornford et al.’s (2015) present-day in all our simulations except
‘‘AtmF_IceF’’ where the geometry comes from Cornford et al.’s (2015) simulation in 2100. In the region not
represented in Cornford et al.’s (2015) domain, the bathymetry and ice-draft are the same as in Jourdain
et al. (2017), i.e., based on BEDMAP2 (Figure 2). The calving threshold has been empirically chosen to 100 m
(Cornford et al., 2015). The robustness of this threshold has been tested with a 300 m calving front, and the
differences in basal melt rates are less than �10% under Thwaites and Pine Island.

In order to investigate the impact of interactive ice-shelf melt, two additional simulations are carried out,
‘‘AtmP_noIS’’ and ‘‘AtmF_noIS,’’ where basal melt rates under ice shelves are set to zero. These two simula-
tions are expected to produce results similar to Spence et al. (2014).

3. Results

3.1. Impact of Strengthened and Poleward Shifted Winds
In this subsection, we revisit the study by Spence et al. (2014) analyzing the effects of the SAM-like poleward
wind shift, but in presence of interactive ice-shelf melt. To contrast the role of ice-shelves, we compare the
ocean response to changing winds in presence of interactive ice-shelf melt (Figures 3a and 3c) and with
zero ice-shelf melt (Figures 3b and 3d). With no ice-shelf melt, strengthened and poleward shifted winds
induce a coastal ocean subsurface warming of about 0.48C south of 728S between 1008W and 1208W (Figure
3d). This result is close to the warming of about 0.58C simulated by Spence et al. (2014) in this region (with
no ice-shelves). The ocean subsurface response to modified winds in presence of interactive ice-shelf melt
is very contrasted, with a coastal ocean subsurface temperature response of about 20.28C south of 728S
between 1008W and 1208W (Figure 3c).

Figure 2. (a) Bathymetry (m) with present-day grounding lines, (b) bathymetry (m) with grounding lines estimated for
2100 (Cornford et al., 2015), (c) present-day ice draft depth (m) for Pine Island, Thwaites, Crosson, and Dotson, and (d) ice
draft depth (m) estimated for 2100 (Cornford et al., 2015).
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We first briefly examine the mechanism with no ice shelf melt. As Spence et al. (2014), we find that the
wind perturbation reduces or suppresses downward velocities over the continental shelf (Figures 4a and
4b), which raises the isotherms (Figures 5a and 5b) and leads to a subsurface warming through vertical
advection (see heat budget terms in Figures 6c–6f). While the heat budget brings robust evidence that ver-
tical heat advection explains the subsurface warming (this is the only positive term), the mechanism
through which vertical heat advection is affected by the wind perturbation is complex. Wind has not been
perturbed over the continental shelf in this area (Figure 1), but differences in sea ice fraction and sea ice
motions (influenced by remote winds; Pope et al., 2017) affect Ekman pumping (Figure 6a). The moderate
spatial correlation between vertical heat advection and Ekman pumping suggests that changes in subsur-
face temperature are partly explained by changes in Ekman pumping, itself resulting from changes in sea
ice motions and coverage (Figure 6c). In average, the Amundsen Sea Embayment experiences reduced
Ekman downwelling, so that the subsurface gets warmer. It is also possible that changes in sea ice produc-
tion (Figure 6b) may affect vertical heat advection. While convection of dense water associated with brine
rejection is parameterized through enhanced vertical diffusivity, this induces mixed-layer deepening or
shoaling and affects lateral density gradients and therefore convergence/divergence, with possible effects
on vertical motions (in a similar way as upward advection associated with ice-shelf melt). However, the non-
significant spatial correlation between sea ice production and vertical heat advection (Figure 6c) does not
support this mechanism. The pattern of horizontal heat advection is anticorrelated to the one of vertical
advection (because Ekman downwelling is associated with divergence at depth), but horizontal heat advec-
tion if overall weaker and does not fully compensate vertical advection (Figure 6d). The mixing terms are
also weaker than the advection terms, although not negligible (Figures 6e and 6f).

Finally, it should be noted that offshore subsurface waters (north of the continental shelf break) tend to
cool in response to changing winds (Figure 3). A full heat budget analysis in the 200–1,000 m offshore layer
shows that most of the cooling is explained by changes in horizontal advection, which mostly corresponds

Figure 3. Conservative ocean temperature (8C) averaged over 200–1,000 m (annual mean over the 13th simulation year)
in (a) AtmP and (b) AtmP_noIS. Wind-induced ocean temperature anomalies defined as (c) AtmF minus AtmP and (d)
AtmF_noIS minus AtmP_noIS. The magenta line (738S 1058W 1098W) is across the Pine Island Trough and is used to
calculate horizontal transports in Figure 9. The blue box (768S 74.38S 968W 1098W) is used throughout the paper to
average vertical transport, temperatures, and heat budget terms near the fronts of Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers. The
grey line represents the continental shelf break (1,500 m isobath).
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to the advection of Spence’s remote anomaly by the ACC, as indicated by the negative anomaly along the
western boundary in Figure 6d. There is also a smaller contribution from vertical advection (related to
Ekman pumping) and vertical mixing offshore (not shown). The mechanism with no ice shelf melt is sum-
marized in Figure 7a.

We now consider the response to the wind perturbation in presence of ice shelf cavities. In this case, sum-
marized in Figure 7b, the response of Ekman pumping and sea ice production to changing wind is similar
to the case with no ice-shelf melt over the continental shelf (Figure 8). The main difference is the presence
of a melt-induced buoyancy-driven circulation in the ice shelf cavity, which can be referred to as ice-shelf or
meltwater pumping. This circulation is strong enough to bring offshore waters onto the continental shelf
(see net transport along the Pine Island Trough in Figure 9) and to create a deep downwelling in front of
the ice shelf cavities (compare present-day vertical velocities with and without ice-shelf melt in Figure 4).
Changes in vertical advection induced by the response of Ekman pumping to the wind perturbation still
contribute to raise the isotherms (positive anomaly from vertical advection at depth in Table 2). But in pres-
ence of ice-shelf melt, this effect is overwhelmed by the horizontal advection (induced by the ice-shelf
pump, see Figure 9) of colder offshore waters (cooled by the wind perturbation offshore) onto the continen-
tal shelf at depth (Figure 3c), which tends to lower the isotherms (Figures 5c and 5d). So overall, the wind
perturbation cools the deep waters (below �450 m) over the continental shelf (Figure 10b), and ice-shelf

Figure 4. Vertical transport in mSv (for the 13th simulation year) in (a) AtmPnoIS and AtmFnoIS averaged over the blue
box (768S 74.38S 968W 1098W), (b) AtmPnoIS and AtmFnoIS averaged over the continental shelf (south of 728S between
1008W and 1208W), (c) AtmP and AtmF averaged over the blue box (768S 74.38S 968W 1098W), and (d) AtmP and AtmF
averaged over the continental shelf (south of 728S between 1008W and 1208W).
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melt therefore decreases at depth (Figure 11). At intermediate depths, between 200 and 450 m, the advec-
tion of cold offshore water still dominates over large areas of the continental shelf (Figure 5d), but not in
the vicinity of the ice shelf fronts where a warming is found in response to changing winds (Figures 10a
and 5c). As in the case with no ice shelf melt, vertical advection induced by Ekman pumping near the ice-
shelf fronts contributes to raise the isotherms in response to changing winds, with a slightly stronger effect
in the intermediate layer (between 200 and 450 m) than in the deep layer (below 450 m) leading to an
increased ice-shelf melt in the upper part of the cavities (Figure 11). Considering the entire cavities, the total
meltwater flux increases by 6% and 21% for Pine Island and Thwaites, respectively. This increase meltwater
flux leads to a stronger buoyancy-driven circulation that contributes to strengthen the upward velocity
anomaly in front of the ice shelves in response to changing winds. Therefore, the ice-shelf buoyancy-driven
circulation contributes to make the warming effect of vertical advection stronger than the cooling effect of
horizontal advection in response to the wind perturbation. Such warming at intermediate depths is visible
near several ice-shelf fronts in our domain but not farther away from the ice shelf fronts (Figure 10a). This
mechanism, summarized in Figure 7b, is further confirmed by the online heat budget (Table 2). The
response of horizontal and vertical advection to changing winds dominates the response of horizontal and
vertical diffusion. Even if the latter is not negligible, it can be understood as an adjustment to the modified
advection terms. It clearly appears that the warming effect of vertical advection overwhelms the cooling

Figure 5. Conservative ocean temperature profiles in 8C (for the 13th simulation year) in (a) AtmPnoIS and AtmFnoIS aver-
aged over the blue box (768S 74.38S 968W 1098W), (b) AtmPnoIS and AtmFnoIS averaged over the continental shelf: south
of 728S (1008W 1208W), (c) AtmP and AtmF averaged over the blue box (768S 74.38S 968W 1098W), and (d) AtmP and AtmF
averaged over the continental shelf: south of 728S (1008W 1208W).
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effect of horizontal advection in response to changing winds in the intermediate layer, with a reversed
effect in the deep layer.

A striking feature in Figure 10a is the warm anomaly along the coast. At first glance, this could appear as a
warm anomaly coming from the eastern lateral boundary of our domain and propagating westward and
southward along the coast, advected by the part of the coastal current closely following the coastline. If so,

Figure 6. (a) Ekman pumping anomaly (m.s21) in the simulations with no ice shelf melt (AtmFnoIS minus AtmPnoIS), cal-
culated from the total stress curl, i.e., accounting for the air/ocean, sea-ice/ocean, and bottom frictions (the later having a
negligible effect, not shown). (b) Sea ice production anomaly (AtmFnoIS minus AtmPnoIS) in m.yr21 averaged over the
13th simulation year. (c)–(f) Heat budget terms anomaly with no ice shelf melt (AtmFnoIS minus AtmPnoIS) averaged
between 200 and 1,000 m depth. The terms of the heat budget were calculated online (i.e., calculated through the model
equations every model time step), and accumulated from the beginning of the simulation to the 13th year to explain dif-
ferences in the annual mean of the 13th year in two simulations (see equations (6) and (7) in Jourdain et al., 2017). The
values in the lower left corner of plots (c)–(f) are the average over the continental shelf (south of 728S and between
1008W and 1208W) between 200 and 1,000 m depth. The spatial correlation coefficients between Ekman pumping (Rek) or
sea ice production (RSI) and the heat budget terms are indicated in (c)–(f). Bold R are significant at 99% (i.e., p< 0.01),
while italic R are nonsignificant at 90% (i.e., p> 0.10). All fields have been smoothed using a Gaussian filter of r 5 30 km.
Correlations are calculated from the filtered variables, but accounting for the associated decrease in number of degrees
of freedom in the calculation of significance.
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Figure 7. Schematic of the ocean and ice-shelf melt responses to changing winds without interactive ice-shelf melt (a), with
interactive ice-shelf melt (b) and with interactive ice-shelf melt and grounding line retreat (c). Straight arrows represent the ocean
mass transport. Grey arrows and isotherms correspond to the ‘‘present’’ (without shifted winds), while green arrows and isotherms
correspond to the ‘‘future’’ (with shifted winds) and pink arrows and isotherms correspond to the ‘‘future’’ (with shifted wind and
grounding line retreat). Cooling (warming) at a given depth is visible as deepening (or shoaling) of isotherms. The wind has not
been perturbed over the continental shelf and changes in Ekman pumping result from differences in sea ice motions and cover-
age. Horizontal arrows represent deep onshore transport induced by the melt-induced buoyancy-driven circulation.
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such anomaly would be questionable because the anomaly from the adjacent Bellingshausen Sea simulated by
Spence et al. (2014) has not accounted for the presence of ice shelves. However, the negative contribution of
horizontal advection in the heat budget presented in Table 2 indicates that heat advection by the current
closely following the coastline cannot be responsible for the warming found along the coast. Nonetheless, to
better evaluate the influence of the eastern open boundary, we have run two additional simulations (with and
without ice-shelf melt) with no temperature and salinity anomalies along the eastern boundary. This yields simi-
lar anomalies over the continental shelf as in the other simulations (not shown) indicating that (1) the advection
of water from the Bellingshausen Sea by the coastal current plays a minor role in the simulated ocean response
to changing winds, and (2) our results are not affected by the anomalies produced by Spence et al. (2014) in the
adjacent coastal Bellingshausen Sea. It should be noted that the relatively large warm anomaly in response to
changing winds found near the eastern boundary of our domain (Figure 10a) causes important effect on melt
rates underneath Abbot, with a total melt increased by almost a factor of three. This is nonetheless unlikely to
affect our results on Thwaites and Pine Island, because additional simulations in which melt rates were forced to
zero underneath Abbot gave a very similar sensitivity to the wind perturbation for Thwaites and Pine Island (the
melt rate sensitivity to the wind was changed by less than 2%, not shown).

Overall, the effect of strengthened and poleward shifting wind on melt rates is relatively moderate, with
21% increase in total subice-shelf melt underneath Thwaites and 6% underneath Pine Island. In comparison,
observation-based melt rates underneath Pine Island have a relative standard deviation of 41% at the

Figure 8. (a) Ekman pumping anomaly (m.s21) in the simulations with ice shelf melt (AtmF minus AtmP), calculated from
the total stress curl, i.e., accounting for the air/ocean, sea-ice/ocean, and bottom frictions (the later having a negligible
effect, not shown). (b) Sea ice production anomaly (AtmF minus AtmP) in m.yr21. All values are averaged over the 13th
simulation year.

Figure 9. Net horizontal transport through the magenta section (see Figure 3) in mSv.m21. Negative values represent
southward transport. All values are averaged over the 13th simulation year.
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interannnual time scale (calculated from Dutrieux et al., 2014). More-
over, it is unclear to what extent increased melt rates in the upper
part of the cavity and decreased melt rates in the deepest part can
actually trigger instability of glacier flows. Previous studies on marine
ice-sheet instabilities have indeed examined the glaciers response to
stronger melt increase at depth (e.g., Favier et al., 2014; Joughin et al.,
2014). Alternatively, or additionally, the glaciers retreat observed in
the Amundsen Sea sector (Mouginot et al., 2014; Rignot et al., 2014)
may result from climatic perturbations from the past (Christianson
et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2017). In this case, it is essential to test the
sensitivity of subice-shelf melt to the evolving shape of ice-shelf cavi-
ties. This is the focus of the next subsection.

3.2. Ice-Shelf Melt Response to Changing Ice Dynamics
In this subsection, we consider another ‘‘future’’ state, namely AtmF_i-
ceF, in which, in addition to perturbed winds, the ice-draft is derived

from year 2100 of Cornford et al.’s (2015) simulation with one of their most extreme grounding line retreats.
Comparing AtmF to AtmF_iceF indicates the effect of changing cavity shape, while comparing AtmP to
AtmF_iceF gives the combined effect of changing winds and changing ice draft. As in the previous subsec-
tion, we focus on Thwaites and Pine Island.

Table 2
Heat Budget Terms Anomaly in Presence of Ice Shelf Melt (AtmF minus AtmP) in
the Blue Box (Excluding Ice-Shelf Cavities)

Layer

Horizontal
advection

(8C)

Vertical
advection

(8C)

Horizontal
mixing

(8C)

Vertical
mixing

(8C) D T (8C)

200–450 m 23.00 13.81 20.40 20.27 10.15
450–1,000 m 22.01 11.88 20.70 10.69 20.15

Note. The terms of the heat budget were calculated online (i.e., calculated
through the model equations every model time step), and accumulated
from the beginning of the simulation to the 13th year to explain differences
in the annual mean of the 13th year in two simulations (see equations (6)
and (7) in Jourdain et al., 2017). All numbers have been calculated with all
digits and are here displayed with two digits, so they may not seem to
exactly add up.

Figure 10. Conservative ocean temperature anomalies in degree Celsius (AtmF minus AtmP) averaged over (a) 200–
450 m, (b) 450–1,000 m and over the 13th simulation year. The grey contour represents the 1,500 m isobath.
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Because of the retrograde bedrock under Thwaites and Pine Island glaciers, retreated grounding lines in
AtmF_iceF cause deeper cavities than in AtmP and AtmF, so the ice area exposed to warm CDW increases
(Figure 7). Therefore the larger ocean/ice interface at depths affected by CDW causes a much larger total
melt flux (in Gt.yr21) below �600 m in AtmF_iceF compared to AtmF (Figures 12c and 12d). The larger
exposed area alone cannot directly explain the large increase in average melt rates (in m.yr21) almost every-
where along the ice drafts (Figures 12a and 12b). This is rather an indirect effect whereby a larger ocean/ice
interface creates more melt and therefore a stronger buoyancy-driven circulation within the cavity (Figures
12e and 12f), which increases heat exchange at the ice/ocean interface. This process acts as a positive feed-
back on melt rates and is summarized in Figure 7c. It is important to notice that such feedback is only pre-
sent because we use a velocity-dependent melt parameterization (see next section and Dansereau et al.,
2014). The strengthened circulation is partly compensated by a decreased thermal forcing all along the ice-
draft (Figures 12g and 12h). This decreased thermal forcing is not directly due to the injection of cold melt-
water, because the flux of entrained warm deep water throughout the Amundsen Sea cavities is 100 to 500
times more important than the melt water flux itself, and overall, the thermal effect of entrainment over-
whelms the thermal effect of injecting water at the freezing point (Jourdain et al., 2017). Another explana-
tion can be found in the melt-induced circulation. As shown in the previous subsection, melting
underneath Pine Island and Thwaites induces a divergence at depth in the cavities, which leads to the
advection of offshore subsurface waters (CDW or modified CDW) onto the continental shelf as well as a
deep downwelling in front of the cavities. Both AtmF and AtmF_IceF have the same wind-induced cooling
of offshore subsurface waters between 200–1,000 m, so the decreased thermal forcing cannot be related to
changes in the temperature of offshore waters. By contrast, the deep downwelling induced by the ice-shelf
pump brings cold waters from upper layers downward and into the cavity, so the much stronger melt rates
in AtmF_IceF lead to stronger deep downwelling in front of the cavities and therefore explain the colder
temperatures in front of the ice shelves and a weaker thermal forcing in AtmF_IceF (Figures 12 and 13). This
is also visible through the isotherms in Figure 7c.

As the ice shelves get thinner, the area covered by the ice/ocean interface also becomes larger at low
depths. This explains the significantly larger total melt flux near the ocean surface in AtmF_iceF compared
to AtmF (Figures 12c and 12d), and it can be the opposite for mid-depths, like near 400 m for Pine Island
(Figure 12d). Interestingly, the thermal forcing in the upper part of the cavities is less affected than in the
deepest part (Figures 12g and 12h), while the larger melt amounts at depth could have been expected to
bring more buoyant cold water toward the upper part. Possible explanations for this are (i) the buoyant
plume entrains warm water which can overwhelm the direct cooling effect of injecting water at the freezing
point (Jourdain et al., 2017), and (ii) if the ice shelf gets thinner, it can be more affected by warm waters
that are found in summer above the thermocline.

Figure 11. (a) Conservative ocean temperature profile anomaly (AtmF minus AtmP) near Pine Island and Thwaites glacier fronts (i.e., blue box in Figure 3,
excluding ice shelves). (b) Ice-shelf melt rate (m yr21) anomaly (AtmF minus AtmP) under Pine Island and (c) under Thwaites. All values are averaged over the 13th
simulation year.
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Figure 12. (a and b) Mean basal melt rate in m yr21; (c and d) total basal melt rate in Gt yr21; (e and f) top-boundary-
layer velocity in in m s21; and (g and h) top-boundary-layer thermal forcing in 8C profiles in function of the depth from
the surface in AtmP, AtmF, and AtmF_iceF simulations, for Thwaites (left) and Pine Island (right). The top boundary layer is
defined as a 30 m ocean layer below the ice draft, and all profiles are averaged over 100 m bins.
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Overall, prescribing a strong grounding line retreat leads to total melt fluxes multiplied by �2.5, and to local
melt rates typically multiplied by 2–3 below 600 m. Comparing AtmF_iceF to AtmF clearly shows that this
effect is only due to a change in cavity shapes. To confirm this result, we have run another simulation with
present-day winds and retreated ice geometry, and we have obtained very similar results (not shown). Our
estimates emphasize the potential for strong feedbacks between the ocean and the ice dynamics, which is
a strong incentive to couple ocean models to ice sheet models. Nonetheless, our values are to be consid-
ered with care, because the grounding line retreats that we used is likely largely overestimated and may
actually be representative of much later than 2100 (see next section). Our estimates only hold for strong
grounding line retreats without considering the likelihood of such event in a world where atmosphere,
ocean, sea ice, and ice shelves are connected by feedbacks. Therefore, these values should not be com-
pared to the aforementioned effects of changing winds, because Spence et al. (2014) and Cornford et al.
(2015) did not build their scenarios in a fully coupled ocean/ice-sheet model and did not see the exact
same climate perturbations.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, we have analyzed the ocean response to strengthened and poleward shifted winds using the
NEMO-3.6 ocean model in a regional configuration centered on the Amundsen Sea. From our numerical
simulation, we show that the coastal ocean response to perturbed winds is strongly impacted by the circu-
lation induced by ice-shelf melt. Changing winds cause coastal ocean temperature changes leading to
increase total melt underneath Pine Island and Thwaites by 6% and 21%, respectively. Such modeled total
melt increase is relatively trifling compared to the increase by a factor of �2.5 induced by an extreme future
grounding line retreat and related positive feedback due to a stronger melt-induced circulation.

Perturbed winds (in the presence of ice-shelves) cause a subsurface cooling over the continental shelf
through advection of offshore waters that are projected to cool by the end of 21st century in Spence et al.’s
(2014) simulations. However, it is unclear what would be the future temperature trend of offshore CDW.
First, Spence et al.’s (2014) scenario only accounts for the SAM trend. Even if El Ni~no Southern Oscillation is
not expected to be directly responsible for trends in the Southern Ocean (Jones et al., 2016; Scambos et al.,
2017), interannual and decadal variability in the Tropical Pacific induces temperature variability in the
Amundsen Sea (Steig et al., 2012) and could be more important than trends for the Amundsen Sea because
they could trigger irreversible grounding line retreat (Jenkins et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2017). Remote pro-
cesses occurring as far as in the Northern subpolar regions may also affect CDW properties, and results from
the CMIP5 models indicate a CDW warming from 0.338C to 0.418C over the 21st century depending on the
emission scenario (Sall�ee et al., 2013). These numbers are highly uncertain given that global climate models
are significantly biased over the Southern Ocean (e.g., Little & Urban, 2016) and some important

Figure 13. (a) Conservative ocean temperature profiles (8C) averaged over the blue box (768S 74.38S 968W 1098W)
(b) Vertical transport in mSv averaged over the blue box for AtmF and AtmFiceF simulations (13th simulation year mean).
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components of the Earth system are missing (e.g., no ice-shelf cavities in CMIP5 models). This is nonetheless
in agreement with oceanographic observations since the 1990s that also indicate a warming trend of
�0.058C per decade for the CDW located northward of the Amundsen Sea (Schmidtko et al., 2014). It should
therefore be stressed that our study only accounts for the regional effect of strengthened and poleward
shifting winds related to the SAM trend and a need for improving our current understanding of the influ-
ence of climate modes of variability on the climatology of coastal winds is emphasized. It is also important
to note that our conclusions should not be extrapolated to other regions like East Antarctica where there
are limited intrusions of CDW onto the continental shelf and melt rates are weaker than in the Amundsen
Sea. One more limitation is the absence of tides and eddies in our simulations which are important pro-
cesses that can bring heat onto the continental shelf (Flexas et al., 2015; Makinson et al., 2011; Robertson,
2013; Stewart & Thompson, 2013). As explained in Jourdain et al. (2017), our resolution partially resolves the
mesoscale eddies in the deep ocean (Hallberg, 2013) and the mean flow-topography interactions involved
in the CDW transport onto the continental shelf (Assmann et al., 2013; Nakayama et al., 2014; St-Laurent
et al., 2013) but we do not resolves the baroclinic Rossby radius of deformation over the continental-shelf,
and our simulations are missing relevant wind-driven coastal ocean dynamics (Millot & Cr�epon, 1981).

Despite these limitations, our study clearly shows the importance of considering ice shelves in ocean
modelling works. Indeed, the conclusions drawn by Spence et al. (2014) that the entire Amundsen Sea sub-
surface would warm in response to strengthened and poleward shifted winds is invalid when the ocean cir-
culation induced by ice shelf melt is represented. Our results suggest that the coastal warming found in
simulations with no representation of ice shelves is potentially wrong. The results from ice-sheet modeling
studies using parameterized melt rates from temperature at the nearest climate model grid points (see
examples in the Introduction) are therefore also questionable as ice-shelf cavities have so far never been
considered in the CMIP climate models.

To evaluate the potential feedback of grounding line retreat onto the ocean circulation and ice shelf melt,
we have used an ice-sheet simulation producing a strong grounding line retreat for 2100 (Cornford et al.,
2015). The melt response to changing winds is only 121% (117 Gt.yr21) and 16% (16 Gt.yr21) for
Thwaites and Pine Island, respectively, when the cavity shape and grounding line position are unchanged,
but it becomes 1207% (1170 Gt.yr21) and 1153% (1145 Gt.yr21) when the cavity shape and grounding
line position change to Cornford et al.’s (2015) estimate for 2100. These values have to be considered with
caution, because the bedrock topography used is known to be very inaccurate (Millan et al., 2017), and the
total basal melt computation depends largely on the bathymetry used (Schodlok et al., 2012). The method-
ologies used by Spence et al. (2014) and Cornford et al. (2015) to estimate their future state while account-
ing for model limitations are also not completely consistent with each other even though both aim to
represent the end of the 21st century under a strong emission scenario.

Notwithstanding the above limitations, our sensitivity experiments clearly indicate that accounting for
evolving grounding line and cavity shape is potentially of primary importance for climate projections.
Schodlok et al. (2012) also reported a significant sensitivity to the cavity geometry, with �25% difference in
melt rates under Pine Island between two different bathymetry data sets. By contrast, Seroussi et al. (2017)
did not notice any significant change in melt rates as Thwaites retreated in their ice/ocean coupled simula-
tions. Two explanations are proposed for the difference between our results and Seroussi et al. (2017). First
of all, melt rates in Seroussi et al. (2017) are less extreme than those used by Cornford et al. (2015), leading
to a grounding line retreat of �20 km in 2050 in Seroussi et al. (2017), compared to �70 km in 2100 in Corn-
ford et al.’s (2015) H/A/O’’/F experiment used in our study. It could therefore be argued that Cornford et al.’s
(2015) 2100 may be representative of much later than 2100, although the grounding line response is non-
linear in time, in particular on a retrograde bedrock (see the 240 km retreat in 2200 in Cornford et al.’s,
2015, Figure 7). The second important difference between Seroussi et al. (2017) and our study is not related
to the scenario, but rather to the parameters used in the three-equation melt rate formulation. In their
ocean simulations, Seroussi et al. (2017) used a velocity-independent formulation of melt rates, while we
use the velocity-dependent version (e.g., Dansereau et al., 2014; Holland & Jenkins, 1999). As discussed in
the previous section, the velocity profiles (Figures 12e and 12f) underneath Pine Island and Thwaites sug-
gest a feedback whereby the melt-induced ocean circulation further strengthens melt rates. Such feedback
would only be simulated with a velocity-dependent formulation. To assess the importance of this feedback,
we have rerun two additional simulations, both with velocity-independent formulation, both with present-
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day winds, and with ice shelf drafts representative of the years 2000
and 2100. The exchange velocities are chosen as 2.27 1025 and 6.37
1027 m.s21 for heat and salt, respectively. The results are summarized
in Table 3. Using a velocity-independent formulation, the melt
increase for a larger cavity is relatively weaker than using a velocity-
dependent formulation (123% compared to 1165% for Pine Island
and 1134% compared to 1217% for Thwaites). Given that turbulence
in the TBL depends on shear and therefore on ocean velocities, a
velocity-dependent formulation is expected to better represent TBL
processes than a velocity-dependent formulation, at least if the ocean
circulation is well represented. This suggests that velocity-dependent

formulation should be used in ocean/ice-sheet coupled models to simulate important grounding line
retreats.

To conclude, our results are a strong incentive to use ocean/ice sheet coupled models to assess basal melt
rates and their evolutions for reliable estimations of the contribution of West Antarctica to the global sea
level rise over the 21st century and beyond. The presence of ice-shelf cavities and evolving cavities into
ocean model is therefore necessary to proper estimate basal melt rates. Importantly, velocity-dependent
melt formulations represent feedbacks that are significantly weaker with velocity-independent formulations.
The fact that relatively coarse ocean models may not accurately represent the circulation underneath ice
shelves is therefore another challenging aspects of ice sheet modeling embedded in global climate projec-
tions (Nowicki et al., 2016). Furthermore, melt parameterizations used in ice sheet models (Asay-Davis et al.,
2017) would need to account for such feedback. Again, our results only concern the Amundsen Sea, and
the potential importance of ocean/ice sheet coupling at a century scale might be different in other regions
of Antarctica.
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Note. Annual means over the 13th year of simulations are shown.
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